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5.7.1 Contention Window Computation

The difficulty of DWFQ relies in determining the CW values that leads to the
desired bandwidth distribution of Equation 5.18. The approach we have chosen
for the calculation of the C W is a dynamic one.

In order to be able to properly adjust the CWs, we introduce a variable L¿, the
label, defined as

LÍ = £ í5-19)

where r¿ is the estimated bandwidth experienced by flow i and W¿ is its weight.
The estimated throughput, ri5 is updated every time a new packet is transmitted:

11 + e-U/Krotd (5 20)

H

where ¿¿ and í¿ are the length and inter-arrival time of the transmitted packet, and
A" is a constant.

With the above definition of the label LÍ, the resource distribution expressed in
Equation 5.18 can be achieved by imposing the condition that the label L¿ should
have the same value for all the flows:

Li = L Vi (5.21)

Note that the actual value of L can vary in time (depending on the number of
flows for example).

Equation 5.21 is fulfilled by using the following algorithm: having calculated
its own label L¿, each station includes its label in the header of the packets it sends.
For each observed packet, if the L¿ in the packet's header is smaller than the L¿ of
the station, the station increases its CW by a small amount, while in the opposite
case it decreases its CW by a small amount. In this way, the LÍ of all flows tend
towards a common value, L.

The above explanation describes the basics of the algorithm. However, in
the adjustment of the CW, there are additional aspects that have to be taken into
account:

• We do not want the C W to increase above the values defined by the 802.11
standard; as argued above, for the backward compatibility reasons the basic
service (with a weight equal to 1) uses the CWs defined in the 802.11 stan-
dard, and any higher weight should receive a "better than average" kind of
treatment and therefore the values of the CW should be lower.
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• If the low sending rate of the application is the reason for transmitting below
the desired rate, then the CW should obviously not be decreased. This can
be detected by the fact that in this situation the transmission queue is empty.

• CWs should not be allowed to decrease in such a way that they negatively
influence the overall performance of the network. If the channel is detected
to be below its optimum limit of throughput due to too small values for
the CWs (i.e. overload), the CW should be increased. This aspect will be
discussed in Section 5.7.2.

The above considerations lead to the algorithm of Equation 5.22. This algo-
rithm computes a value p which is used to scale the CW values defined in 802.11.
Note that, besides this scaling of the CW, the backoff time computation algorithm
is left as defined in the 802.11 standard (i.e. the Contention Window is doubled
after every unsuccessful transmission attempt for a given number of times).

For each observed packet:

if (Law > Lrcv) then p = (1 + AI)P
else if (queue, empty) then p — (1 + A^)p

else p — (1 — AI)P
p = min{p, 1}

CW = p • Crown (5.22)

where Z/cwn is the label I/¿ calculated by the station, Lrcv is the label of the ob-
served packet, and AI is computed as follows:

i'own (5.23)
'own i i>rc

where A; is a constant equal to 0.01.

5.7.2 Overload

So far we have not discussed one important issue which is the overload. In fact,
due to the nature of our protocol and in particular due to the dynamic way of
adjustment of the size of the CW, a mechanism for controlling the overload is
necessary.
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As we can see it in the algorithm of Equation 5.22, each station adjusts its
CW only on the basis of its own requirements. Such "selfishness" can easily be
disastrous, due to the following side effect of the small CWs. We have been argu-
ing so far that, the smaller the CW for a given station, the larger the throughput
received by this station. The other bad consequence of such a procedure is that
the more stations have small CWs, the bigger the probability of a collision. One
can easily see that, for a big number of stations with a high weight, this can lead to
an absolute blockage of the channel. Once all of the stations start decreasing their
CWs in order to get the desired relative throughput, the number of collisions will
start increasing, leading to even smaller CWs, and as a consequence, continuous
collisions. A solution to this problem is to extend the algorithm of Equation 5.22
with the following condition:

For each observed packet:

if (overload) then p = (I + &-¿)p

else if (Law > Lrcv) then p = (1 + Ai)p
else if (queue-empty) then p = (l + A.\)p

else p = (1 — AI)P

p = rmn{p, 1}

CW=p -CW802.il (5.24)

where A2 is a constant equal to 0.25.
Let us now explain how we actually detect overload. As we have mentioned

before, a big number of stations trying to transmit with a high weight, i.e. de-
creasing its CWs, leads to an increase of the number of collisions. If we now
provide each station with a collision counter1, which determines how many colli-
sions a packet experiences before it is successfully transmitted, we can write the
following simple condition determining overload

if (av.nrjc.oll > c) then overload = true (5.25)

where c is a constant that has to be properly adjusted. If c is too low, flows with
high weights will not be allowed to decrease their CWs sufficiently, and as a con-
sequence they will not be able to achieve the desired bandwidth distribution. On

'Note that in 802.11 collisions can only be detected through the lack of the Ack. However,
a missing Ack can also be caused by other reasons different than a collision. In the simulations
section we study the impact into our algorithm of having missing Acks due to errors in the channel
(see Section 5.7.4).
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the other hand, if c is too large, the number of collisions in the channel will be
very high and the overall performance will be harmed. This constant, therefore,
represents a tradeoff between the level of accurateness of the bandwidth distribu-
tion and the efficiency (i.e. total throughput) of the channel. These tradeoff has
been studied via simulation (see Section 5.7.4), and an optimum value for c has
been chosen according to simulation results.

The average number of collisions, (av.nrjcolï), in Equation 5.25 is calculated
after each successful transmission in the following way

avjnrjcoll = (1 — t) • num.coll + í • avjnr-coll (5.26)

where in order to smoothen its behavior, we use some sort of memory, taking into
account the last calculated value of ou_nr_coW. The constant í is a small number
(in our case t = 0.25) playing the role of a smoothening factor.

5.7.3 Multiple Flows per Node

In our discussion of DWFQ we assumed that only one flow exists at each node. In
general, it is possible that each node may maintain multiple flows locally. In this
case we modify the DWFQ protocol as described below (see Figure 5.20).

• A node i transmitting n flows with weights Wi, . . . , Wn uses the label

L- (5-27>

where r¿ is the estimated aggregated bandwidth experienced by node. This
gives to the node the total bandwidth necessary for all its flows.

• Node i uses a weighted fair queuing scheduler with weights Wi, . . . , Wn to
choose the next packet to transmit. This distributes the total bandwidth of
the node among its flows proportionally to their weights Wi, . . . , Wn.

5.7.4 Performance Evaluation & Discussion

To test the performance of the architecture presented in this section, we simulated
it on a network consisting of a number of wireless terminals in a 2 Mbps Wire-
less LAN communicating with a fixed node through the Access Point (AP). These
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Figure 5.20: Multiple Flows per Node.

simulations were performed in ns-2 [42]. For this purpose, the algorithm of Equa-
tion 5.24 was inserted into the existing implementation of the 802.11 MAC DCF
protocol in ns-2.

We chose to use the RTS/CTS mechanism in all cases. This mechanism, op-
tional in the 802.11 standard, increases bandwidth efficiency in case of many col-
lisions. Since our architecture may lead to larger number of collisions than the
normal 802.11 MAC DCF, this mechanism can be especially beneficial in our
case. Note, however, that the proposed DWFQ extension would also work with-
out the RTS/CTS mechanism.

As already mentioned in Section 5.7, we assume that all nodes are sending just
one flow, except for the downlink link in experiment 5.7.4.

Instantaneous Bandwidth Distribution

In DWFQ the desired bandwidth distribution is achieved by adjusting adaptively
the CW of DWFQ stations according to the measured performance. Figure 5.21
shows this dynamic adjustment; the simulation corresponds to a scenario with a
total number of 10 stations, 2 of them with a weight of 2 and the rest with a weight
of 1. All stations are sending UDP CBR traffic with a packet size of 1000 bytes.
It can be seen when comparing the instantaneous bandwidth of high priority and
low priority stations that their ratio oscillates around the desired value.

Bandwidth Distribution as a function of the weight

With the proposed DWFQ extension, the throughput experienced by a station
should be proportional to the weight assigned to its flow. Figure 5.22 shows the
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Figure 5.21: Instantaneous Bandwidth for Elastic traffic.
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Figure 5.22: Bandwidth Distribution as a function of the share.

ratio between the throughput experienced by high priority (HP) and low priority
(LP) stations (experienced weight) as a function of the weight assigned to the high
priority stations when low priority stations have a weight equal to 1. Ideally, the
resulting function should be the identity (i.e. a diagonal); that is, an experienced
weight equal to the weight. In the figure it can be seen that the simulated results
are quite close to the ideal. Only in the case of large weights and a large number
of stations, the results obtained differ noticeably from the ideal case; however, not
even in this case differences are too big (e.g. with 50 stations and a weight of 10,
the experienced weight is 8).
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Figure 5.23: Bandwidth Distribution as a function of the number of stations.

Impact of the number of stations

The proposed algorithm for DWFQ relies on the experienced throughput esti-
mated by each station. Note that the higher the number of stations, the lower the
throughput received by each station. Since a low throughput is more difficult to
estimate with exactitude than a high throughput, a large number of stations may
negatively impact the performance of the algorithm. Figure 5.23 shows this im-
pact when high priority stations have a weight of 2 and low priority ones have a
weight of 1. Note that, in all cases, the experienced ratio between throughput of
high and low priority stations keeps close to the desired value, which is 2. We
conclude that the number of stations has a negligible impact on the experienced
weight.

Impact of the parameter c

In Section 5.7.2 the constant c has been defined as the maximum average number
of collisions allowed. This limit is needed in order to avoid loss of efficiency
due to too small CWs. Since we are using the RTS/CTS mechanism, the number
of collisions will never be bigger than 8 (according to the standard, a packet is
dropped after 8 RTS tries). Therefore, the chosen value for c must be in the range
of 0 < c < 8.

In order to analyze the impact of c we chose to use a scenario with a large
number of stations (100 stations), half of them with very high weights (weight =
6). This scenario leads to many stations with very small CW, and, therefore a high
number of collisions, in such a way that collisions are controlled by the parameter
c. Note that in a scenario without many collisions the impact of c would be almost
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Figure 5.24: Throughput as a function of c.

null. Figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 show the total throughput, the number of drops
per successful packet and the experienced weight as a function of c in the above
scenario. In these figures it can be seen that if the value of c is too high, the total
throughput experienced is very low, and the percentage of losses very high. In the
extreme case (c > 7) the throughput drops to 0 and the drops increase drastically.
The reason for this is that with such values of c, CWs are allowed to decrease
too much and the probability of collision gets too big. Note that in this case low
priority stations totally starve and the differentiation tends to infinite, since the
whole bandwidth is used by high priority stations.

On the other hand, if the value of c is too low, we obtain a good total through-
put and very low losses, but we do not achieve the desired differentiation. In the
limit (c = 0) there is no differentiation at all and high priority stations get exactly
the same throughput as low priority ones (i.e. experienced weight — 1). The rea-
son for this is that, with such values of c, CWs are not allowed to decrease below
the values for weight = 1 (i.e. the ones defined in the 802.11 standard), and,
therefore, the DWFQ extension defined in this section is deactivated.

As a conclusion, c expresses a tradeoff between efficiency and differentiation,
and it can be adjusted via administration depending on specific user preferences.
In this study we have chosen to use an intermediate value: c = 5. With this value
of c, a good level of differentiation is achieved while conserving a good overall
efficiency.
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Figure 5.27: Impact of 802.11 terminals.

Backwards Compatibility

As explained in Section 5.7, stations conforming to the 802.11 standard receive
in our architecture the same treatment as the stations with a weight equal to 1.
Legacy 802.11 stations, however, do not carry in the header the LÍ field, and this
can have an impact into the overall performance of the DWFQ extension. This
impact is studied in the simulation results shown in Figure 5.27. In this simula-
tion, the number of stations with the DWFQ extension implemented is kept to 10,
and the rest of the stations are legacy 802.11 terminals. Figure 5.27 shows the
ratio between the throughput of high priority stations (weight 2) and low priority
stations (weight 1) as the number of 802.11 terminals increases. It can be seen that
this ratio is very close to the desired value, independent of the number of 802.11
terminals.

Channel utilization

Having DWFQ stations with a CW smaller than the CW defined in the current
standard can impact the channel utilization. Figure 5.28 shows the channel utiliza-
tion in the same scenario than the described for experiment 5.7.4, and compares
it to the channel utilization with the current standard (i.e. with 0 high priority sta-
tions). It can be seen that the channel utilization keeps always close to the channel
utilization of the current standard.
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Figure 5.28: Channel utilization.

Packet drops

The algorithm proposed in this section for elastic traffic increases the aggressive-
ness of the MAC protocol, since it makes the CW smaller with respect to the
current standard. This has an impact on the packet drops experienced at the MAC
level, since after a certain number of unsuccessful retries the MAC protocol de-
cides to drop the packet. The more aggressive we are, the higher is the probability
for a retry to fail and, therefore, the probability of experiencing a packet drop.

We studied this impact in the simulations shown in Figure 5.29. It can be
seen that packet drops at the MAC level increase with the total number of stations
and decrease with the number of high priority stations. This is because the CW
required to achieve the desired differentiation for a small number of high priority
stations is very low, and therefore the probability of having 8 RTS/CTS collisions
(i.e. a packet lost) is higher. However, the number of dropped packets always
keeps very low: even in the worst case the percentage of packet drops is below
1%.

Channel Errors

Considering a non-ideal channel a not received ACK can be due to a channel
error. As discussed in Section 5.7.2 we have introduced a collision counter which
counts as a collision every sent packet (RTS) for which an ACK (CTS) has not
been received. The effect of the channel errors in the collision counter would
be the interpretation of a channel error as a collision. This could lead to assume
falsely overload in the channel due to channel errors. The result would be an
unnecessary increase of the CW, leading to a lower level of differentiation.
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Figure 5.29: Packet drops.
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Figure 5.30: Level of differentiation as a function of the error rate

We have studied this impact under an extreme scenario as in Section 5.7.4
with a value of c equal to 5. We can observe from Figure 5.30 that the level
of differentiation (experienced weight) is affected by the percentage of errors, as
expected. Note that even in an extreme scenario with a high error percentage
(10%) we still keep a reasonably high level of differentiation.

Hidden node impact

In order to study the impact of hidden nodes in DWFQ we simulated the scenario
depicted in Figure 5.31. This scenario consists of three groups of stations (1,2,3)
within the coverage area of the AP. Group 1 consists of one high priority station
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Figure 5.32: Hidden node

with weight equal to 2, and groups 2 and 3 consists of 50 — x — 1 and x stations,
respectively, all with a weight equal to 1. Groups 1 and 3 are hidden from each
other.

Note that, since we are using the RTS/CTS mechanism, collisions of data
packets due to the hidden node problem are avoided. However, the higher the
number of stations hidden from the high priority station, the less accurate the
computation of the CW in the high priority station will be. Figure 5.32 shows
how this problem impacts the desired bandwidth distribution: the level of dif-
ferentiation (experienced weight) decreases with the number of hidden stations.
However, even in the extreme case when 80% of the stations are hidden (x = 40),
we still keep a significant level of differentiation.
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Figure 5.33: Sources UDP ON/OFF 1 ms.

Impact of bursty traffic

The simulations shown so far correspond to a constant traffic (UDP CBR sources).
In order to gain a better understanding of the impact of different traffic sources
to the performance of DWFQ, we have simulated it under bursty traffic (UDP
ON/OFF sources).

In order to show the impact of different burst sizes, we performed two different
simulations: one with a small burst (ON/OFF periods of 1 ms in average), and one
with large bursts (ON/OFF periods of 500 ms in average). The simulation scenario
was the same as the described in experiment 5.7.4.

Figure 5.33 shows the results when the ON/OFF periods are of 1 ms. Note
that these results are very similar to the results of Figure 5.23 (CBR traffic), which
means that short ON/OFF periods do not impact the performance of a station, as
argued above. In Figure 5.34 it can be seen that the results for large ON/OFF
periods are also very similar to the results of Figure 5.23, with a slightly higher
oscillation.

TCP sources

Figure 5.35 shows the weight experienced by high priority stations for the scenario
of experiment 5.7.4 with TCP sources. It can be seen that there are quite high
oscillations in the experienced weight obtained, specially when the number of
stations is high. This oscillation is due to the congestion control algorithm used
in TCP. However, in average, the results obtained tend to the desired ones.

Note that, in contrast to the previous experiments, in this case we have down-
link traffic consisting of TCP acknowledgments. Since this traffic consists of sev-
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Figure 5.35: Differentiation with TCP Sources.

eral flows, we are in the multiple flows per node case. We used the solution
explained in Section 5.7.3 to handle this case. We assigned to the flow i of TCP
acknowledgments the same weight as the corresponding flow of TCP data packets.
This is necessary in order to achieve the desired bandwidth distribution, since the
TCP acknowledgments also impact the throughput of a TCP connection through
the congestion control of TCP.

TCP vs UDP

When TCP and UDP flows compete with each other, the bandwidth distribution
tends to favor UDP. This is because, in case of congestion, TCP backs off because
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Figure 5.36: TCP vs UDP

of its congestion control mechanism, and UDP, without any kind of congestion
control and therefore more aggressive, consumes the bandwidth left by TCP. An
architecture for bandwidth allocation should overcome this different level of ag-
gressiveness of the sources and provide all sources with their fair share of band-
width independent of the congestion control algorithm they use.

To study the level of fairness between TCP and UDP achieved by DWFQ, we
performed the following experiment: two high priority stations had a weight of 2,
one sending an endless TCP flow and the other a UDP CBR flow. The remaining
8 stations had a weight of 1 (low priority) and were all sending UDP CBR traffic.
Figure 5.36 shows the instantaneous bandwidth achieved by the TCP and UDP
high priority sources and one UDP low priority source. It can be seen that, in
average, the resulting bandwidth distribution is the desired.

From this experiment we conclude that DWFQ provides TCP with a fair treat-
ment with respect to UDP. This is because the DWFQ algorithm adapts the CW
to the aggressiveness of the source: a less aggressive source, like TCP, will see its
CW reduced until it receives the committed throughput, while a more aggressive
source, like UDP, will achieve its committed throughput with a larger CW.

5.7.5 Summary

In this section we have proposed the DWFQ architecture for providing weighted
fair queuing in wireless LAN. DWFQ provides a flow with an average bandwidth
proportional to its weight, but does not give any guarantees for individual packets
(i.e. DWFQ can exhibit short-term unfairness).

The design goals of DWFQ have been to keep the MAC protocol fully dis-
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tributed, to minimize the migration effort from the current standard, and to pro-
vide backward compatibility. We argue that a fully distributed MAC protocol is
more efficient and flexible than a centralized one. We believe that the fact that
DWFQ only requires minor changes in the computation of the CW facilitates the
migration from the 802.11 standard. Finally,^ the computation of the CW has been
designed in such a way that legacy 802.11 terminals receive the basic service in
the proposed architecture.

The simulations performed show that DWFQ provides the desired bandwidth
distribution among flows in a wide variety of scenarios. Because of the dynamic
adaptation of the CW, this bandwidth distribution is independent of the level of
aggressiveness of the sources and their willingness to transmit. Furthermore, sim-
ulation results show that DWFQ avoids harming channel utilization in case of
overload.

5.8 Integration of 802.11e in Mobile Devices

In this section we evaluate the impact of using 802.11 power save mode in com-
bination with the EDCA QoS mechanisms (EDCA+PSM). The objectives of the
study are i) to determine whether, when both mechanisms interact, the required
differentiation is still achieved, ii) quantify how significant the impact is and iii)
evaluate the signaling load costs of the power save mode usage.

The analysis has been performed via simulation. We extended the 802.1 Ib li-
braries provided by OPNET [80] to include the standard 802.11 power save mode
described in Section 5.3 and a subset of the EDCA QoS mechanisms described in
Section 5.2.

First releases of 802.lie-capable mobile devices, announced for dates before
the completion of the 802.11e standard or the Wi-Fi™ wireless multimedia cer-
tification start, should not be expected to implement the whole 802.1 le function-
ality since the implementation will be based in the version of the draft available
when the development started. In our study we focus in an 802.11e worst-case
scenario, based on the currently available 802. lie chips, where neither Automatic
Power Save Delivery, an 802.11e power saving enhancement, nor simultaneous
decrement of the backoff counter for different ACs within a station is imple-
mented. If the superposition of the mechanisms considered in our study results
to be effective in such a scenario the same will apply to more favourable ones.

EDCA-TXOP durations are configured for all ACs to allow the transmission
of one data frame after gaining access to the medium. The RTS/CTS mechanism
has not been enabled to avoid its influence over the interaction being studied. PS-
Polls are sent following the rules of the AC of the frames intended to be received
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to guarantee a better performance in the downlink of higher priority traffic. The
listen interval configured for the power saving stations is 1. Frames of higher
priority buffered at the AP AC queues are transmitted first. The length of the
simulations performed is 120 seconds and at least 5 different seeds have been
used to compute the values of each point in the graph.

5.8.1 Power Save Mode impact over the EDCA mechanisms

We study the impact of power save mode over the expected EDCA differentia-
tion by analysing the differences in the performance when the three main EDCA
differentiation mechanisms are varied, i.e., AIFS, CWmin and CWmax. The per-
formance metrics used are average data throughput and MAC delay at 95% of
the empirical cumulative distribution function (cdf). We define MAC delay as the
delay experienced by a frame from the instant it arrives to the MAC layer and is
placed in the power save mode queue (EDCA+PSM) or AC queue (EDCA) until
it is successfully transmitted.

The simulation scenario chosen to illustrate the performance differences con-
sists of a WLAN network composed of a high priority WLAN station (AC.VO), a
low priority WLAN station (AC-BE) and an AP. The stations send/receive frames
to/from their corresponding partners which are located in the wired domain and
directly connected to the AP. The influence of the application traffic characteristics
on the results has been avoided by guaranteeing that the WLAN stations always
have a frame to transmit (125 bytes) and that the AP always has frames to trans-
mit to both WLAN stations. Additionally, by doing this, the maximum achievable
differentiation between both ACs can be observed. The beacon interval used in
this first set of experiments is 20 ms.

AIFS

Figure 5.37 and 5.38 illustrate the effect of keeping an AIFS value of 2 for AC_VO
and increasing the AIFS value for AC_BE from 2 to 34. The CWmin and CWmax
values have been set to 31 to avoid the influence of the binary exponential backoff
on the AIFS experiment.

The results in Figure 5.37 show that the variation of the AIFS parameter to
provide a higher throughput to a certain AC is still effective even if it is combined
with power save mode. However, significant differences can be observed in spe-
cific cases due to the reasons described below. AC_VO and AC.BE have, in the
case of AIFS 2, exactly the same EDCA settings but the throughput achieved in
the uplink (UL) by each AC of EDCA and EDCA+PSM is quite different. The
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Figure 5.37: Impact of the AIFS variation of the AC_BE station on the average
throughput

additional load of the EDCA+PSM stations which transmit PS-Polls in addition
to the data frames is the reason for this lower throughput. The difference though
gets reduced when the separation between the AIFS value of the AC-VO station
and the ACJBE one increases. This happens because, in the EDCA+PSM case,
an increase in the AC_BE AIFS value does not represent only a reduction in the
throughput that the AC-BE can transmit but also on the number of AC JE PS-
Polls that are transmitted over the channel, i.e., leaving more bandwidth for the
transmission of data frames in the channel.

In the downlink case (DL) very different behaviors are observed, as expected,
since when the 802.11 power save mode is used the frames are buffered at the AP
and only delivered if the corresponding PS-Poll is received. As a result, the down-
link throughput achieved by AC_VO in the downlink under saturation conditions is
significantly lower in the EDCA+PSM case than in the EDCA case. The downlink
AC_BE throughput presents also a very particular result. In principle, considering
strict priority of AC_VO over AC_BE, no ACJ3E frames should be transmitted by
the AP because in our scenario the AP always have at least one frame to transmit
for each station. This is the case for EDCA but in the EDCA+PSM case, ACJBE
frames are transmitted in the downlink since as explained in Section 5.3 only one
packet per station in power save mode can be buffered in the AC_VO or AC-BE
queue of the AP until it is successfully transmitted. Therefore, in this experiment,
after the successful transmission by the AP of an AC.VO packet, there can not be
an AC_VO packet already waiting in the AC_VO queue so, if there is an ACJBE
packet waiting, it will be transmitted.
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Figure 5.38: Impact of the AIFS variation of the AC-BE station on the MAC delay

Finally, there is a point in the EDCA+PSM case, ACJBE AIFS 31 in this
experiment, where the difference between the AIFS of AC.VO and ACJBE is that
large that no PS-Polls can be transmitted by the AC-BE stations. This results in
the sharp change in the slope for AC_VO in the uplink and downlink throughput
since in the downlink the high priority frames do not need to wait anymore for the
transmission of the low priority ones so the throughput increases while the higher
competition to access the channel and the larger number of PS-Polls to be sent
yields a decrease for the ACJVO traffic in the uplink.

The delay experienced by frames at the MAC layer of a certain AC is expected
to be inversely proportional to the throughput it achieves. Figure 5.38 depicts the
MAC delay value at 95% of the cdf for the studied cases. As expected, the results
correspond to the ones obtained for the throughput case. Note that some small
differences in the slope of both figures occur because in the throughput case the
points represent the average values while in the delay case the points represent the
value at 95% of the cdf.

CWmin and CWmax

The impact of the 802.11 power save mode over the differentiation achieved by
modifying the CWmin and CWmax values has been studied through two different
experiments. In the CWmin analysis, the CWmax value of both ACs has been
set to 1023, the CWmin value of AC.VO to 31 and the CWmin value of ACJBE
has been varied from 31 until 1023. In the CWmax case, the CWmin value of
both ACs has been set to 31, the CWmax value of the AC.VO to 31 and the CW-
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Figure 5.39: Impact of the CWmin variation of the AC_BE station on the average
throughput

max value of the AC_BE has been varied from 31 until 1023. Since the CWmax
importance increases according to the number of collisions, in this experiment re-
sults with 6 wireless stations of each AC are shown. Both experiments have been
performed with an AIFS value of 2 for all ACs.

The results obtained in the CWmin experiment, see Figure 5.39, resemble the
ones presented hi the AIFS section. A similar reasoning for the performance dif-
ferences between EDCA and EDCA+PSM applies here considering that now in-
stead of providing a deterministic differentiation a statistical one is provided. This
results in some major differences as compared to the AIFS case. No sharp change
in the slope is observed for the EDCA+PSM average throughput of AC_VO in the
uplink and downlink since in contrast to the AIFS experiment, the AC-BE average
throughput value in the downlink does not reach zero. The reason for this is that
while with AIFS we could arrive to a configuration where no AC_BE frame in the
downlink could be transmitted, such a extreme case does not occur in the CWmin
case since AC_BE traffic still has a small probability of being transmitted. Conse-
quently, the EDCA+PSM AC.VO throughput in the downlink suffers a constant
slight decrease from CWmin value 127 on due to having to wait for the lower
priority frames transmission and the EDCA+PSM ACJVO throughput in the up-
link benefits of the lower competition in the channel. The AC-BE EDCA+PSM
throughput in the uplink is lower than in the downlink due to the additional PS-
Polls sent by the station.

Figure 5.40 shows the throughput per station results in the CWmax case for
6 wireless stations of each AC. The results of this experiment for PSM present
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Figure 5.40: Impact of the CWmax variation of the ACJ3E station on the average
throughput

significant differences as compared to the CWmin case because now, even if
the power save mode procedure to take frames out of the PSM queue is the
same, in the scenario there is more than one AC_VO station so in the AP AC_VO
buffer there is almost always a frame to be transmitted. As a consequence, the
EDCA+PSM AC_BE downlink throughput is close to zero and the AC_VO one is
similar to the EDCA case. In the uplink worse results than in the downlink are ob-
served for the PSM AC_VO case because of sending PS-Polls. On the other hand,
the AC_BE uplink throughput presents better results because a lower number of
PS-Polls is sent.

5.8.2 Costs of the Power Save Mode and EDCA interaction

The usage of the power save mode mechanism implies a decrease in the WLAN
bandwidth available for the data transmission due to the additional signaling load
and an increase in the downlink delay according to the beacon interval value. We
define two different experiments to quantify the importance of this degradation.
In both experiments two examples of EDCA configurations are considered based
on the values proposed in the 802.1 le draft: aggressive (Conf-A) and conservative
(CoIfiC)i^S)iea§abetfSMe).effective wireless channel bandwidth and the signaling
load introduced is evaluated through an experiment where we increase the num-
ber of wireless stations (50% of each AC) until the saturation of the channel is
reached. The beacon interval impact over the downlink delay is quantified, de-
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Figure 5.41: Impact of the number of stations on the wireless LAN data through-
put

Conf-A, AC.VO
Conf-A, AC_BE
Conf-C, AC.VO
Conf-C, AC_BE

AIFS
2
2
2
2

CWmin
7
15
7
31

CWmax
15
31
15

1023

Table 5.2: EDCA configuration for Conf-A and Conf-C

pending on the number of wireless stations, by increasing the beacon interval
value from 20 to 100 ms. Each wireless station has its pair in the wired domain.
Data traffic is generated at a constant bit rate (240 bytes every 30 ms) by the
applications in the wired and wireless nodes.

Figure 5.41 shows the data and PS-Poll throughput sent over the wireless chan-
nel and received by its destination according to an increasing number of wireless
stations. The effect of the additional overhead from power save mode on the
achievable effective throughput is clearly noticeable demonstrating that it can not
be neglected. When congestion is reached, a clear difference in the behavior for
Conf-A and Conf-C can be observed where Conf-C because of its larger CW val-
ues for AC.BE obtains better results with respect to the maximum achievable data
throughput since the number of collisions in the channel are lower. The signaling
load introduced by the PS-Polls follows a similar behavior and represents in our
scenario around 8% of the achievable data throughput when the channel is not
congested.
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Figure 5.42: Impact of the beacon interval on the downlink delay

Based on the previous results we have chosen the case of 8 wireless stations
to study the impact of the beacon interval as the case where the maximum differ-
ences between AC_VO and ACJ3E will be observed before the wireless channel
is congested. The results are depicted in Figure 5.42 where an almost linear incre-
ment according to an increasing beacon interval value is observed. As expected,
the longer the beacon interval is the longer it takes to the stations to be informed
about buffered packets at the AP to be retrieved. Note that because we compute
the MAC downlink delay of the cdf value at 95% the effect of the More Data
mechanism, which counteracts the beacon interval importance, is less noticeable
than if the average would be used. The differences between AC_VO and AC JBE
are due to the higher priority of the PS-Polls and in the transmission at the AP.
Conf-C performs slightly better than Conf-A because we are close to the conges-
tion case.

5.8.3 Power Saving Evaluation

In this section the effectiveness of the power save mode mechanism is studied in a
scenario as the one used in Section 5.8.2. We compute the percentage of time spent
in active mode by the stations in power save mode for both EDCA configurations
depending on the beacon interval considered and the number of wireless stations
(50% of each AC).

The results in Figure 5.43 clearly show the power consumption reduction for
both ACs, at least around 40%, when the channel is not congested, i.e., number of
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Figure 5.43: Impact of the beacon interval on the power saving efficiency

wireless stations 8 or below. AC_VO stations present a lower power consumption
because they send and receive frames faster. Considering the frame generation
rate of our scenario (30ms), we can clearly see that when the number of frames
buffered in the AP is 2 or above, from the beacon interval case of 60ms on, the
More Data mechanism tends to reduce the beacon interval impact since it ran-
domizes the transmission time of the PS-Polls. For a lower beacon interval value,
the longer the beacon interval the more PS-Polls collisions. The 10 stations case
presents a percentage of time in active mode close to 1 for the AC-BE case since
the channel is getting congested and a lower one for AC.VO. The aggressiveness
of Conf-A that produces a longer time for resolving collisions when the channel
is congested benefits from a longer beacon interval in the AC_VO case because of
the randomizing effect of the More Data mechanism.

5.8.4 Summary

The upcoming mobile devices including 3 G and WLAN access technologies in-
troduce new technological challenges that need to be addressed. We identified the
combination of the 802.11e QoS mechanisms with the 802.11 power save mode
functionality as a key element toward the introduction of WLAN capabilities in
battery limited devices as cellular phones. The performance of the superposition
of both mechanisms though, requires to be studied to determine its suitability for
the case considered.

A comprehensive overview of the 802.11 power save mode and a descrip-
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tion of the latest functionality included in the 802.1 le draft, comprising QoS and
power save mode enhancements, has been provided followed by a description of
the functionality to be expected in the worst case in the first versions of the de-
vices. Based on this, we evaluated the performance of the combination of the
EDCA QoS mechanisms and the 802.11 power save mode via OPNET simula-
tions. Through this analysis a deep insight on the impact of power save mode over
the EDCA QoS functionality and its causes was acquired. Therefore, the results
of this study are twofold. First, we provided quantitative results of the perfor-
mance differences to be expected when the power save mode is used and of the
power saving efficiency. Second, we provided the reasoning behind the impact of
the different parameters pointing out the elements to be taken into account when
configuring both mechanisms to be used together.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from our results are i) the 802.11e
mechanisms to provide different QoS are influenced by the 802.11 power save
mode functionality but are still highly effective ii) an important impact is ob-
served on the downlink delay, as expected, where special attention has to be paid
to the beacon interval configuration iii) the additional overhead introduced by the
power save mode decreases considerably the effective bandwith available for data
transmission in the wireless LAN and iv) in devices where power saving is a crit-
ical issue, the significant increase in the power usage efficiency in no congestion
conditions justifies the power save mode costs.

5.9 Mechanisms to Reduce the Downlink Delay Due

to Power Save Mode

The standard power save mode functionality defined by IEEE 802.11 introduces
a dependency between the Beacon Interval value (BI) and the data frames down-
link delay (AP to station) since the process to retrieve frames from the AP only
starts after receiving a beacon indicating that frames are buffered at the AP. This
dependency implies that some BI configurations might result in downlink delays
above the acceptable for some applications, e.g., VoIP, as we will show in Section
5.10.1. In order to remove the dependency between the BI and the downlink de-
lay several modifications of the standard Power Save mode can be designed which
can be divided in two main different groups: proactive and reactive.

- Proactive approaches remove the dependency between the BI and the down-
link delay by forcing a station to send PS-Polls at certain time intervals in-
dependently of whether a beacon has been received indicating that there is
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traffic buffered at the AP for that station. By setting a certain PS-Poll send
interval below the BI, a soft upper bound (statistical guarantee) of the down-
link delay can be provided. However, depending on the application consid-
ered, this might result in PS-Polls being unnecessarily generated, e.g., web
browsing where packets will be received at the AP in a bursty fashion rather
than at a constant rate.

- Reactive approaches take advantage of the instant when a station awakes
to send a data frame for sending a PS-Poll. In this case, the dependency
with the BI is also eliminated but a new one with the uplink data frame
transmission interval is introduced. Additionally, this mechanism can end
up in some cases either in the transmission of a large number of PS-Polls not
required by the application downlink rate, e.g., FTP uplink transfer, or in a
large downlink delay when the application generates much more packets in
the downlink direction than in the uplink.

Both approaches present a common problem when an AP receives a PS-Poll
and no frame is buffered for the station that sent it. The problem comes from
the fact of trying to reduce the downlink delay by generating PS-Polls without
being totally sure that a data frame is buffered at the AP. According to the 802.11
standard Power Save mode description, PS-Polls sent by an 802.11 station to an
AP can either be acknowledged by receiving the corresponding data frame or by
an acknowledgment frame. However, in both cases, if no frame is buffered at the
AP for the station, the station will remain awake expecting the reception of the
data frame after sending the PS-Poll or after'receiving the acknowledgment. As a
result, the power saving efficiency will suffer a significant degradation. Note that
this could not occur with standard power save mode since a PS-Poll is only sent
after the indication that a frame is buffered at the AP.

We designed a simple solution for this problem that consists in using the More
Data field included in the acknowledgment frames, which is currently not being
used, to indicate to the station whether it should expect a data frame, i.e., remain
awake, or not. By doing this, a station that sent a PS-Poll but has no frame buffered
at the AP can go to doze mode immediately after receiving the acknowledgment,
i.e., reducing in this case the time that a station remains awake to the minimum.
In the rest of the document we will refer to an acknowledgment indicating that no
frame is buffered for a certain station as a No Data Acknowledgment (NDAck),

The aforementioned proactive and reactive solutions are the first solution that
one could think of but, as we will show in Section 5.10.1, they present similar
problems with respect to the assumption of a certain application traffic pattern.
Because of their static nature, when the traffic pattern assumed does not match
with the one currently generated by the application, either unnecessary PS-Polls
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are generated or a large downlink delay is experienced. Different configurations
could be defined depending on the downlink delay performance required and the
expected traffic pattern, this would result though in an additional overhead for
the user, forced to choose between different options, that should be avoided if
possible.

In order to overcome the above mentioned issues we propose an adaptive
power save mode algorithm (APSM) for the stations that using the information
available at the MAC layer provides a soft upper bound of the MAC downlink
delay by adapting to the downlink data frame interarrival time. In the following
section the APSM algorithm designed is described. Due to the dynamic nature of
our algorithm no application traffic pattern needs to be assumed.

5.10 Adaptive Power Save Mode Algorithm

The adaptive power save algorithm proposed has been designed to fulfill the fol-
lowing objectives:

1. Provide a soft upper bound of the MAC downlink delay according to com-
mon application requirements independently of the beacon interval value.

2. Keep the bound guarantee even in the case of more than one application per
station (traffic mixed).

3. Guarantee a power saving efficiency similar or better than the one of stan-
dard power save mode.

4. Minimize the signaling load introduced in the channel.

5. Minimize the impact on the standard power save mode.

To achieve these objectives we have opted for an adaptive proactive approach
instead of for a reactive one to have a solution independent of any uplink applica-
tion characteristic or WLAN specific parameter, e.g., BI. The algorithm designed
is based on the estimation of the current downlink data frame interarrival time
to adapt the PS-Poll interval accordingly and in this way upper bound the MAC
downlink delay to the frame arrival interval. We have chosen this approach be-
cause in general applications can cope with an end-to-end delay well above their
frame generation interval, e.g., a delay sensitive application as VoIP, which codecs
usually generate frames every 10-30ms, can deal with an overall delay of 150-
300ms. Considering that in most of the networks including WLAN access the
main contributor to the overall delay is usually the MAC layer, upper bounding
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the MAC downlink delay to the downlink frame interarrivai time should satisfy
the most stringent application requirements.

The APSM algorithm is started by a station after the reception of a beacon
indicating that frames are buffered for that station and is stopped when the number
of NDAck received in a row reach the n-NDAck-max value. Note that ASPM
becomes equivalent to standard power save mode (except from the transmission
ofnjyDAck-max PS-Polls) when the downlink data frame interarrivai time is so
low that due to NDAcks we always disable the APSM mechanism before a new
data frame arrives. The nJVDAckjrnax value represents a trade-off between
certainty that the communication with a station has stopped and signaling load
and power consumption savings. A higher value provides more guarantees that
the algorithm does not go back to standard power save mode due to a very short
inactive period of an application. On the other hand, a lower value guarantees
a faster reaction resulting in lower signaling load and higher power saving, e.g.,
taking advantage of the silence periods of a VoIP source.

Once the APSM algorithm is started, a station continuosly sends PS-Polls
to the AP at a certain PS-Poll interval (pspoll „inter val) starting from the con-
figurable predefined value pspoll.interval.init and converging to the downlink
data frame interarrivai time following the procedure described in Algorithm 1.
The pspoll _intervaLinit value should be chosen considering that the algorithm
might require several iterations until is finally adapted and that the speed to in-
crease the PS-Poll interval value is faster than the speed to decrease it. Therefore,
if the usage of delay sensitive applications is expected, it is better to start from
a small value, e.g., 10-50 ms. During the phase where the APSM algorithm is
active, stations still follow the standard procedure of the More Data mechanism
when receiving a data frame but do not awake to check the information of the bea-
con regarding buffered data frames or react to them. The More Data mechanism
is still necessary to absorbe disadjustments when the PS-Poll interval estimated
by the APSM algorithm is not yet adapted.

The information collected at the MAC layer to infer the actual downlink data
frame interarrival time is: number of data frames received during a certain period
(n.frjrcvd), data frames received with the More Data bit set to true (MD) and
acknowledgments indicating that no frames are buffered at the AP for a certain
station (NDAck). Based on this information, we have designed the APSM algo-
rithm described in Algorithm 1 which adapts the PS-Poll sending interval to the
downlink data frame interarrival time observed at the MAC layer2.

The reasoning used to design the algorithm is as follows. Ideally, if the PS-Poll
interval configured would perfectly match the downlink data frame interarrival

2Note that in Algorithm 1 we show only the part of the algorithm that takes care of modifying
the PS-Poll interval to be used.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive algorithm to bound the MAC Downlink delay

On receiving an ACK frame:
iîNDAcktben

iîn-NDAck == n-NDAckjnax then
Stop the APSM algorithm

else
pspoll. inter val = pspollJnterval(l + n tr^cv¿+l)

n.fr.rcvd •<— 0
update-next JA D <— false
previous JAD <— false

end if
else

n-NDAck <- 0
end if

On receiving a DATA frame:
if M D then

\fupdate-nextJAD then
pspoll-interval = pspollJnterval(l — wn tT ^
cancel pending PS-Poll and schedule a new one
update. next Ja D <— false
n.fr-Tcvd <— 0

end if
if previous JAD == false then

n.frjrcvd <— 0
end if
previous JA D <— true

else
if previous Jví D then

if n.fr^rcvd > 1 then
if n JAD Jburst > j then

nsnnll intpntnl — PSP°ll-intervalpspoll .inter val - n./r.rc„d+1

cancel pending PS-Poll and schedule a new one
else

n Ja D Jburst <— nJáDJmrst + l
update-next Jd D «— írue

end if
else

update jnextJyl D <— írwe
previous JA D *— false
n JAD Jburst *- 0

end if
end if
n JvID Jburst <— 0

end if
n-fr.rcvd <— n-frjrcvd + 1
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time, when a PS-Poll is sent to the AP a single data frame would be buffered at
the AP waiting for a PS-Poll arrival. When the PS-Poll interval is not yet adapted
though, what happens is that if the PS-Poll interval is above the downlink data
frame interarrivai time the station will recover some packets using the More Data
mechanism while if the PS-Poll interval is below the downlink data frame interar-
rival time, then the station will receive some NDAcks. Therefore, our algorithm
is based on the usage of the data frames received with the More Data bit set to
true (MD) and the reception of no data acknowledgments (NDAcks) as indicators
of whether our PS-Poll interval estimation is above the desired value or below,
respectively. Additionally, when the decision of modifying the current PS-Poll
interval is taken, the required change is calculated taking into account the number
of data frames received during the period comprised from the last moment this
decision was taken until the current one (n.frjrcvd).

Since one of our objectives is to minimize the signaling load introduced by
the algorithm, the way of deciding when a change in the estimation is required
and how fast this change should be is different depending on whether the esti-
mation is above the actual downlink frame interarrivai time or below. To achieve
our target the PS-Poll interval used should always be equal or above the down-
link frame interarrivai time to avoid sending unnecessary PS-Polls. Therefore,
we have introduced a factor k e [1, oo] used to control the difference in the esti-
mation value change and we modify the PS-Poll interval value for each NDAck
received while in the MD case we change the estimation if we previously received
another one. By introducing this asymmetry we achieve firstly a faster adaptation
of the algorithm when the estimation is below the desired value and secondly the
reduction of the danger of bouncing around the actual value once the estimation
is above and close to the desired one. To avoid the problem that could occur due
to our slower decreasing speed when a significant decrease of the PS-Poll inter-
val would be necessary to adapt to the current downlink data frame interval, we
included a mechanism (n-MDJburst) that detects whether a considerable change
has occurred based on the configurable threshold j and reacts accordingly.

We deliberately restricted the algorithm design to use only MAC layer infor-
mation in order to keep it transparent to the upper and lower layers easing thus
its implementation. The complexity of the mechanism has been kept low by min-
imizing the parameters to be configured (pspoll.interval Jnit, n-NDAck.max,
k and j) and by distributing the computation load between the stations instead of
centralizing it at the AP.

Further improvements could be achieved based on additional assumptions. If
we would consider only applications transmitting at a constant interval, by es-
timating the exact time at which these packets are actually generated we could
further reduce the downlink delay. This would additionally assume that the vari-
ance in the delay introduced by the wireless channel is small compared to the
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generation interval. We have chosen not to rely in such strong assumptions since
our aim is to design a generic enhancement of the 802.11 power save mode that
covers the case not only of constant bit rate traffic sources but also of variable
bit rates and interarrivai times and specially that is suited for the case of a mix
of traffic for a station. We consider the case of mixed traffic specially relevant
since we assume that in the future mobile devices could be used for a voice/video
communication while at the same time run an e-mail or web browsing applica-
tion. Therefore, our algorithm has been designed to absorbe this additional bursty
traffic by rapidly reducing the PS-Poll interval for keeping the soft upper bound
downlink delay guarantee.

5.10.1 Performance Evaluation & Discussion

In this section we evaluate the performance of the different enhancement ap-
proaches described in Sections 5.9 and 5.10 as compared to standard 802.11 power
save mode. The analysis has been performed via simulation. We extended the
802.lib libraries provided by OPNET 10.0 [80] to include the 802.11 standard
power save mode and the potential enhancements described in Sections 5.9 and
5.10.

For illustration purposes we have configured the static proactive mechanism
used in our simulations to send a PS-Poll every 30ms and the reactive mechanism
to generate a PS-Poll after the uplink transmission of each data frame (ratio 1).
The configuration chosen for our proposed APSM algorithm is pspoll-intervaLinit
of 10 ms, n-NDAckjmax equal to 3, k to 2 and j to 1. The implementation of
all enhancement approaches include the NDAck mechanism. With respect to the
standard power save mode, the listen interval used is 1.

In the following sections, unless otherwise indicated, the number of wireless
stations used for the simulations is 5. The value has been chosen large enough to
guarantee that in our experiments the effect of collisions in the channel is taken
into account but small enough to avoid saturation. Each wireless station has its
corresponding pair in the wired domain. Communication occurs always between
wireless-wired pairs through the AP. The length of the simulations performed is
120 seconds. The values in the graphs have been computed using the statistics
obtained for each of the single wireless stations and using at least 10 different
seeds.
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Figure 5.44: Impact of the beacon interval on the MAC downlink delay of data
frames

Impact of the Beacon Interval

The purpose of the enhancements described in Sections 5.9 and 5.10 is to remove
the dependency of the average MAC downlink data frame delay with respect to
the beacon interval value. In this experiment we evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposals computing the average data frame downlink delay for a beacon interval
value varying from 20 to 100ms.

Figure 5.44 shows the results for a symmetric application sending and receiv-
ing every 40ms (dashed line), an uplink asymmetric application sending in the
uplink (station to AP) every 20ms and receiving every 60ms (dotted line) and a
downlink asymmetric application sending every 60ms and receiving every 20ms
(solid line), all of them generate traffic at a 64kbps rate. The results are as ex-
pected, while the downlink delay of data frames increases according to the bea-
con interval value for standard power save mode, the one of the enhancement
approaches remains constant around a value corresponding to half of the PS-Poll
generation rate since the arrival time of the data frames to the AP within a PS-Poll
interval is uniformly distributed. Note that the standard power save mode down-
link delay does not increase linearly according to the beacon interval increase in
the symmetric and asymmetric uplink case. The reason for that is the More Data
mechanism effect that when it comes into play reduces the medium access delay
since the probability of collision is lower than directly after receiving a beacon.

In the rest of the experiments the beacon interval used is 100ms.
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Dynamic Adaptation of the APSM algorithm

A design goal of our APSM algorithm is to adapt the downlink delay of the data
frames according to the characteristics of the downlink traffic generated by the
application. In order to accomplish this, each station predicts the downlink data
frame interarrival time at the MAC layer to generate PS-Polls at a rate that pro-
vides a soft upper bound guarantee for the downlink data frame delay.

Uplink / Downlink IntoramVal Tim« (rns)

Figure 5.45: Impact of the traffic characteristics on the MAC downlink delay

Figure 5.45 presents the results regarding the average MAC downlink delay
for an experiment where, in the case of the uplink asymmetric application (dotted
line), we fix the downlink frame interarrival time to 60ms and increase the uplink
from 20 to 100ms, and in the case of the downlink asymmetric application (solid
line), we fix the uplink frame interarrival time to 60ms and increase the downlink
from 20 to 100ms. The results show that the APSM algorithm achieves the de-
sired objective of upper bounding the downlink data frame delay according to the
downlink frame interarrival time. For the uplink asymmetric application case the
downlink delay keeps constant around the 30ms value since the downlink frame
interarrival time is 60ms and in the downlink asymmetric case the downlink delay
increases according to an increasing downlink frame interarrival time.

With respect to the static proactive scheme, the downlink delay is constant for
all cases due to the fact that, independently of the frame interarrival time in the
downlink, the probability of a frame to arrive within a certain point between two
consecutive PS-Polls is uniformly distributed. The same applies to the downlink
asymmetric case of the reactive scheme with the only difference that now the PS-
Poll generation rate is 60ms instead of 30ms. On the other hand, the downlink
delay increases according to the uplink frame interarrival time for the reactive
mechanism because the PS-Poll interval increases in the same way. Regarding
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the standard power save mode performance, in the asymmetric uplink case the
average delay is constant since a change in the uplink rate does not influence
the mechanism. However, in the asymmetric downlink case, the average delay
decreases for a downlink rate of 60 to 20 ms due to the fact that occasionally the
More Data phase lasts longer than the arrival of new frames.

Upiir* IntefSRival Tims (ms)

Figure 5.46: Impact of the traffic characteristics on the PS-Polls signaling load

Uplink Interairival Time (ma)

Figure 5.47: Impact of traffic characteristics on the power saving efficiency

In Section 5.10 we noted that another objective of our algorithm was to min-
imize the signaling load introduced in the wireless channel. Using the same ex-
periment already described we analyze the PS-Poll signaling load introduced by
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Figure 5.48: Dynamic adaptation of the APSM algorithm to the traffic character-
istics

our algorithm and present the results in Figure 5.46. Obviously, the ideal would
be to achieve with our APSM algorithm, which reduces the downlink delay, the
same signaling load results than standard power save mode which does not send
any unnecessary PS-Polls. In the figure we see that for both cases, asymmetric
uplink and downlink applications, APSM introduces a PS-Poll signaling load al-
most perfectly matching the one of standard power save mode. We can conclude
then that the additional signaling load introduced by the APSM algorithm during
the adaptation phase as compared to standard PSM is negligible while it results in
a significant performance improvement in the downlink delay.

In the case of the proactive approach, the signaling load introduced is always a
constant value except for the case of the asymmetric downlink application when it
generates frames at 20 ms since some additional PS-Polls are sent due to the More
Data mechanism. The reactive mechanism shows a very similar behaviour to the
standard power save mode or APSM until an uplink/downlink interarrival time
of 60ms because for both kind of applications the same PS-Poll rate is generated
either due to the More Data mechanism that sends the additional PS-Polls required
in the asymmetric downlink application case or due to the unnecessary PS-Polls
sent in the asymmetric uplink application case. From the 60ms interarrival time
point on the signaling load keeps constant in the asymmetric uplink case due to
the More Data mechanism.

Even though the main aim of the APSM algorithm designed is to reduce the
downlink delay introduced by the standard power save mode to a value acceptable
for the QoS required by the applications, it is equally important to guarantee that
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our APSM algorithm does not degrádate the power saving efficiency as compared
to standard power save mode. Figure 5.47 represents the percentage of time that
a station is awake in average for the same experiment previously described. The
results show that APSM is always the best performing power saving mechanism.
Standard power save mode is always the worst one since the transmissions of
the PS-Polls of the stations are always concentrated around the time that follows
the reception of the beacon so the probability of collision is higher than for the
enhancement approaches that do not introduce this synchronization. The proactive
and reactive mechanisms present a power saving efficiency closer or further to the
one achieved by APSM depending on whether for a particular case the assumption
of the downlink frame rate is better or worse.

Two important characteristics of an adaptive algorithm which are related with
each other are the speed at which the algorithm adapts to changes and the stability
once it is adapted. This trade-off has been studied by modifying during a simula-
tion the downlink frame interarrivai time from 30ms to 50ms and then to 20ms. In
Figure 5.48 we can observe the dynamic adaptation during the simulation time of
the PS-Poll interval estimation (solid line) and the instantaneous MAC downlink
delay of the data frames (deltas) for one of the stations. In the detailed part of
the graph, each point in the solid line represents the transmission of a PS-Poll and
each delta the arrival of a data frame in the downlink direction with an amplitude
corresponding to the MAC downlink delay experienced. As it can be observed,
the APSM algorithm properly estimates the corresponding downlink frame inter-
arrival time and adapts significantly fast to the rate modifications. The 'ramp up'
behaviour occurs due to the algorithm design that prioritizes to be above the ac-
tual downlink frame rate to minimize the unnecessary PS-Polls sent by the station
resulting in ramps that decrease their slope based on the data frames received with
the More Data bit set.

Impact of a Realistic Scenario

In the previous section we have analyzed the performance of the APSM algorithm
considering applications generating traffic at fixed time intervals and at a fixed bit
rate in order to facilitate the interpretation of the results obtained. Once the ex-
pected behaviour of the algorithm has been validated, we focus in a more general
scenario where realistic applications do not generate traffic constantly, e.g., G.711
audio codec with silence suppression (data rate 64kbps, frame rate 30ms), or do
not generate traffic at a constant bit rate, e.g., MPEG-4 streaming of the movie
Jurassic Park (average rate ISOkbps, frames generated every 40ms [20]).

Figure 5.49 shows the proper adaptation of the PS-Poll rate estimated by the
APSM algorithm during the active periods of the VoIP source (solid line where
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Figure 5.49: Dynamic adaptation of the APSM algorithm to the downlink frame
interarrival time of real applications

each point represents a PS-Poll transmission) and the detection of the silence pe-
riods going back to doze mode. As a result, the soft upper bound downlink delay
guarantee is provided (amplitude of deltas).

The adaptation to the variable data rate generated by the streaming application
is depicted also in Figure 5.49. In this case, the variable bit rate of the application
results in a variable downlink frame interarrival time, e.g., due to segmentation of
large packets. The PS-Poll rate estimation successfully adapts to these changes
while keeping around the expected average value of 40ms.

Regarding the effect of channel congestion over our algorithm, we study the
mechanism robustness by increasing the number of wireless and corresponding
wired stations in our scenario. In Figure 5.50 and 5.51 it can be appreciated that
the APSM algorithm manages to improve the downlink delay and decrease the
power consumption even in congestion conditions.

Impact of Traffic Mix

One of the main design objectives for our algorithm, as described in Section 5.10,
is to keep the delay bound guarantee even in the case of more than one applica-
tion per station (traffic mixed). In this experiment we analyze the effect over the
APSM algorithm of adding Web traffic to the VoIP application used in the pre-
vious experiment for the case of 5 wireless stations. In this case we do not use
silence suppression to facilitate the recognition of the web traffic burst over the
voice traffic. The configuration used to emulate web traffic is page interarrival
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Figure 5.50: Impact of congestion in the channel on the MAC downlink delay
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Figure 5.51: Impact of congestion in the channel on the power saving efficiency

time exponentially distributed with mean 10s and page size 10 KB plus 5 images
of a size uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 2 KB.

As shown in Figure 5.52, the PS-Poll interval estimation of the algorithm
(solid line) reacts as desired to the additional load decreasing the PS-Poll inter-
val and therefore keeping the soft upper bound downlink delay guarantee of data
frames (amplitude of deltas).
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Figure 5.52: Dynamic adaptation of the APSM algorithm to the resulting down-
link frame interarrival time produced by a voice and web application

5.10.2 Summary

The upcoming mobile devices with built-in wireless LAN technology require
the usage of a power saving mechanism to ensure a reasonable battery duration.
802.11 provides a power save mode that reduces the power consumption but the
MAC downlink delay introduced for data frames might result in an unacceptable
QoS for some applications, e.g., VoIP.

In this document, we propose an adaptive power save mode algorithm that
provides a soft upper bound of the data frames downlink delay (statistical guar-
antee) according to the downlink frame interarrival time. The decision for taking
this approach is based in the observation that in general applications can cope
with an end-to-end delay well above their frame generation rate. For instance, a
delay sensitive application as VoIP, which codecs usually generate frames every
10-30ms, can deal with an overall delay of 150-300ms. Since in most of the net-
works including WLAN access the main contributor to the overall delay is usually
the MAC layer, upper bounding the MAC downlink delay to the downlink frame
interarrival time should satisfy the most stringent application requirements.

The power saving mechanism designed minimizes the impact over the stan-
dard power save mode to facilitate its implementation by re-using some of its
mechanisms, e.g., beacon indication for starting the APSM algorithm or the More
Data mechanism to correct disadjustments, by introducing a prediction algorithm
of the PS-Poll rate which requires very simple operations and by using only MAC
layer information.

The performance of our proposal has been analyzed and compared to 802.11
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standard power save mode, a static proactive mechanism and a reactive one with
respect to the resulting data frame MAC downlink delay, power saving efficiency
and required signaling load. The study included the validation of the proper be-
haviour of APSM under congestion conditions, when used with realistic traffic
sources as VoIP with silence suppression or streaming and also when used with
traffic mixed from different applications for the same station. The results show
that i) as expected, our algorithm fulfills its objective of providing an upper bound
of the downlink delay according to the downlink frame interarrival time ii) the
additional signaling load required in comparison to standard power save mode is
negligible and iii) the power saving efficiency is increased because of the desyn-
chronization of the PS-Polls transmissions.

5.11 Summary of Main Results

In the beginning of the chapter we pointed out the defficiencies of the 802.11 MAC
layer to support QoS, provided an overview of the research activity performed to
extend the MAC layer functionality and summarized the QoS mechanisms being
developed by the 802. lie Working Group.

With our work we contributed to this effort by proposing three extensions
aimed to provide delay guarantees 'DIME-EF' [114] and bandwidth guarantees,
absolute 'ARME' or relative 'DWFQ' [115-118]. Additionally, we contributed to
the 802.1 le standardization effort [119] and studied the capabilities of EDCA in
order to provide bandwidth guarantees [120].

DIME (DlffServ MAC Extension) is an extension of the 802.11 MAC pro-
tocol that provides support for Differentiated Services. The proposed extension
consists of two optional modules: the Expedited Forwarding (EF) and the Assured
Forwarding (AF). The Expedited Forwarding extension (DIME-EF) reuses the In-
terframe space of the Point Coordination Function of the IEEE 802.11 standard
in a distributed manner, while the Assured Forwarding extension (ARME) relies
on the Distributed Coordination Function with a modified algorithm for the com-
putation of the Contention Window. Backwards compatibility for legacy 802.11
terminals is achieved by handling them as Best Effort users. We have shown that
DIME-EF can meet the low delay requirements of real-time services when admis-
sion control is performed and that ARME provides bandwidth assurance to AF
terminals in normal circumstances, while the leftover bandwidth is shared equally
between Best Effort and AF. Furthermore, starving of Best Effort terminals is
avoided in case of overload by trading off the bandwidth assurance of AF.

DWFQ (Distributed Weighted Fair Queing) is an extension of the 802.11 MAC
layer that provides support for Weighted Fair Queuing. Our study has shown that
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DWFQ achieves the desired bandwidth distribution among flows in a wide vari-
ety of scenarios. Because of the dynamic adaptation of the Contention Window,
this bandwidth distribution is independent of the level of aggressiveness of the
sources and their willingness to transmit. Furthermore, simulation results show
that DWFQ avoids harming channel utilization in case of overload.

In addition to the study of mechanisms to extend the 802.11 MAC layer to pro-
vide QoS guarantees we analyzed the implications of introducing Wireless LAN
capabilities in battery limited mobile devices as for example cellular phones [121].
The combination of the 802.11e QoS mechanisms with the 802.11 power save
mode functionality was identified as a key element toward the introduction of
WLAN functionality in such devices. The performance of the superposition of
both mechanisms though, required to be studied to determine its suitability for
the case considered. The main conclusions that can be drawn from our results are
i) the 802.11e QoS mechanisms are influenced by the 802.11 power save mode
functionality but are still highly effective ii) an important impact is observed on
the downlink delay, as expected, where special attention has to be paid to the bea-
con interval configuration iii) the additional overhead introduced by the power
save mode decreases considerably the effective bandwith available for data trans-
mission in the wireless LAN and iv) in devices where power saving is a critical
issue, the significant increase in the power usage efficiency in no congestion con-
ditions justifies the power save mode costs.

Based on the results obtained regarding the impact of the 802.11 power save
mode over the 802.11e QoS mechanisms we designed an Adaptive Power Save
Mode (APSM) algorithm that provides a soft upper bound of the data frames
downlink delay according to the downlink frame interarrival time while minimiz-
ing the battery consumption [122]. The performance of our proposal has been ana-
lyzed and compared to 802.11 standard power save mode, a static proactive mech-
anism and a reactive one with respect to the resulting data frame MAC downlink
delay, power saving efficiency and required signaling load. The study included the
validation of the proper behaviour of APSM under congestion conditions, when
used with realistic traffic sources as VoIP with silence suppression or streaming
and also when used with traffic mixed from different applications for the same
station. The results show that i) as expected, our algorithm fulfills its objective
of providing an upper bound of the downlink delay according to the downlink
frame interarrival time ii) the additional signaling load required in comparison
to standard power save mode is negligible and iii) the power saving efficiency is
increased because of the desynchronization of the PS-Polls transmissions. This
proposal has resulted in three patent applications [123-125].

Part of the work presented in this chapter has been used for the design and
configuration of the NEC 3G/WLAN mobile terminal N900ÍL.



Chapter 6

Summary & Conclusions

During the last decades we have assisted to an increasingly faster evolution of
communication networks pushed by the continuosly expanding number of users
and their usage in different environments for a wider range of purposes. This
evolution has been driven mainly by the high success of the Internet for wired net-
works based on packet switched technology (IP) and of 2G cellular systems for
wireless networks based on circuit-switched technology. The fact that users have
become used to the commodities of these communication networks is leading a
convergence trend that should conclude with what is commonly referred to as All-
IP networks. The path toward All-IP networks however, is still long and requires
of the convergence of IP and wireless networks in order to fulfill the objective of
providing in future mobile devices seamless services across heterogeneous net-
works.

In this thesis the state of the art for IP networks and the two most predominant
wireless access networks, UMTS and Wireless LANs, has been reviewed with
respect to the enhancements required toward the objective of supporting services
across different network technologies in a seamless manner. Three main areas of
research were identified as key in the path toward All-IP networks: i) IP-based
mobility management, ii) IP-based UMTS Radio Access Networks and iii) QoS
for Wireless LANs.

Future All-IP networks require of an IP-based mobility management protocol to
support mobility across heterogeneous networks. Several protocols are being pro-
posed in the IETF for this purpose with Mobile IPv6, Hierarchical Mobile IPv6
and Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 being the ones with a higher acceptance. Our
contribution in this area has been the thorough study of the performance enhance-
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ments provided by each protocol and their associated costs in realistic scenarios to
support the design process of Mobile IPv6-based networks where the suitability
of the different options has to be evaluated. In addition, we proposed a combina-
tion of Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 and Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6, based on
the description provided in the Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 draft, that aims to out-
perform both proposals by adding the advantages of each of them. Our proposal
has been evaluated against the performance and costs of the other ones yielding
in most of the cases better results with respect to the handoff delay and packet
losses metrics while keeping constant the signaling load introduced outside the
local domain.

During the evaluation of the IP-based mobility management protocols the mo-
bility model influence over the performance results led to an additional line of
study where the main characteristics of the Random Waypoint mobility model
were analyzed. The random waypoint model is a commonly used mobility model
for simulations of wireless communication networks. We gave a formal descrip-
tion of this model in terms of a discrete- time stochastic process which provides a
deep understanding on the characteristics of the mobility created by its usage. The
movement duration and the cell change rate enable us to make a statement about
the 'degree of mobility' of a certain simulation scenario. Knowledge of the spatial
node distribution is essential for all investigations in which the relative location
of the mobile nodes is important. Finally, the direction distribution explains in an
analytical manner the effect that nodes tend to move back to the middle of the sys-
tem area. The results of our work are of practical value for performance analysis
of communication networks to avoid misinterpretation of simulation results.

UMTS networks being deployed today, based on the Release'99 specifications,
use ATM transport in the Radio Access Network (RAN). The specifications for
future releases include options to support IP transport in the RAN, however, sev-
eral challenges are introduced with regard to a significant increase in the transport
protocol overhead and the provision of QoS guarantees. These challenges have
to be addressed to ensure an efficient usage of the scarce RAN resources. Our
work focused first in reducing the resources needed in the air interface for the
expected most relevant application in future 3G networks, Voice over IP (VoIP).
We designed a radio access bearer for VoIP, when Robust Header Compression
(RoHC) is used, that reduces in about 50% the resources required in the air inter-
face. Then, a multiplexing scheme for the reduction of the overhead in the wired
part of the RAN that allows QoS differentiated scheduling was described and
evaluated. The results showed an increase in the efficiency of the RAN resources
usage between 100% and 260%, in our scenarios, when combined with RoHC.
Finally, we proposed and evaluated a QoS differentiated scheduling mechanism
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based on Earliest-Deadline-First that fulfills the RAN specific synchronization re-
quirements while providing the QoS differentiation required by the applications.
The method, which main novelty is to perform the scheduling at the RNC instead
of at intermediate routers, results in a very significant improvement with respect
to packets discarded at the Node-Bs due to late arrival.

The IEEE 802.11 standard presents relevant defficiencies in order to support ap-
plications with QoS requirements. The integration of the Wireless LAN tech-
nology in future All-IP networks heavily depends on the success of the upcoming
802. lie standard which extends the 802.11 MAC layer to provide QoS guarantees.
With our work in this area we contributed to the 802.1 le research standardization
effort and designed three extensions of the 802.11 MAC layer to provide delay
guarantees (DIME-EF) and bandwidth guarantees, absolute (ARME) or relative
(DWFQ). DIME (DIffServ MAC Extension) is an extension of the 802.11 MAC
protocol that provides support for Differentiated Services. The proposed exten-
sion consists of two optional modules: the Expedited Forwarding (EF) and the
Assured Forwarding (AF). We have shown that DIME-EF can meet the low delay
requirements of real-time services when admission control is performed and that
ARME provides bandwidth assurance to AF terminals in normal circumstances,
while the leftover bandwidth is shared equally between Best Effort and AF.

DWFQ (Distributed Weighted Fair Queing) is an extension of the 802.11 MAC
layer that provides support for Weighted Fair Queuing. Our study has shown that
DWFQ achieves the desired bandwidth distribution among flows in a wide variety
of scenarios.

Moreover, we analyzed the implications of introducing Wireless LAN capa-
bilities in battery limited mobile devices as for example cellular phones. The
combination of the 802.11e QoS mechanisms with the 802.11 power save mode
functionality was identified as a key element toward the introduction of WLAN
functionality in such devices. The performance of the superposition of both mech-
anisms though, required to be studied to determine its suitability for the case con-
sidered. The main conclusions drawn from our results were that the 802.1 le QoS
mechanisms are influenced by the 802.11 power save mode functionality but are
still highly effective and that in devices where power saving is a critical issue,
the significant increase in the power usage efficiency in no congestion conditions
justifies the power save mode costs.
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Based on the significant impact observed of the 802.11 power save mode over
the 802.1 le QoS mechanisms we designed and evaluated a solution that provides
a soft upper bound of the data frames downlink delay according to the downlink
frame interarrival time while minimizing the battery consumption. The results
of the proposed Adaptive Power Save Mode (APSM) algorithm showed that our
algorithm fulfills its objective of upper bounding the downlink delay and that the
power saving efficiency is increased. Part of this work has been used for the de-
sign and configuration of the NEC 3G/WLAN mobile terminal N900ÍL.

The work realized in this thesis contributes to the convergence of IP and wire-
less networks toward All-IP networks. Significant research effort though is still
needed regarding the interaction of QoS and security protocols to ensure a secure,
reliable and fast handoff user experience across administrative domains.
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